The career of the Danish-born botanist Nathaniel Wallich, superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Garden from 1815 to 1846, illustrates the complex nature of botanical science under the East India Company and shows how the plant life of South Asia was used as a capital resource both in the service of the Company's economic interests and for Wallich's own professional advancement and international reputation. Rather than seeing him as a pioneer of modern forest conservation or an innovative botanist, Wallich's attachment to the ideology of 'improvement' and the Company's material needs better explain his longevity as superintendent of the Calcutta garden. Although aspects of Wallich's career and botanical works show the importance of circulation between Europe and India, more significant was the hierarchy of knowledge in which indigenous plant lore and illustrative skill were subordinated to Western science and in which colonial science frequently lagged behind that of the metropolis.
Introduction
In a pioneering article twenty years ago, Marika Vicziany used the career of the English East India Company surgeon-naturalist Francis Buchanan to illuminate the multi-stranded relationship between science and empire in early nineteenth-century India. Although her primary concern was to question the objectivity of the socio-economic data collected by Buchanan during his Mysore and Bengal surveys, she ably showed the connection between Buchanan's professional and personal goals as a naturalist, the constraints Company service imposed on him and the political agenda that lay behind his roving
commissions in south India and Bengal. 1 In the years since Vicziany's article appeared the scholarly understanding of colonial science has become more complex and contested, not least in the degree of emphasis given to the ideological framing and political instrumentality of science and in the tensions between hierarchical and circulatory models of scientific knowledge and practice. 2 The present essay follows Vicziany by assessing the Indian career of Nathaniel Wallich (1786-1854), a Danish-born surgeon-botanist and Buchanan's successor as the superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Garden. It thereby seeks to re-examine the relationship between science and empire under Company rule, and to use Wallich's career as a basis for examining the constitution of botany as a colonial science and the wider evaluation and exploitation of India it illustrates. In part Wallich's career is of interest precisely because it serves as an apparent antithesis to Buchanan's. For all his ambitions, Buchanan held the prized post of superintendent of the botanic garden in Calcutta for barely six months before being driven by ill health to leave India in October 1815. For this reason, among others (including his failure to publish more than a fraction of the scientific data he had accumulated in India), he was, in Vicziany's estimation, 'ultimately [a] disappointed man', and she pointedly contrasted his professional failures and scientific frustrations with Wallich's 'more fortunate career '. 3 Perhaps Wallich benefited, as she suggests, from Buchanan's 'cynical' advice and 'bitter' experience. 4 Certainly, despite disadvantages of his own, Wallich was successful in ways that Buchanan was not-most evidently not only in his remarkably long tenure (from October 1815 to April 1846) of the superintendency of the Calcutta garden, one of the most 3 M. Vicziany, 'Imperialism', 626, 655. She writes of N. Wallich's 'long, easy and productive career', claiming that he was not asked to complete Buchanan's Bengal survey 'because he lacked the talent for such a complex task' (ibid., 655). But Wallich thought the 'tedious' and 'repetitive' survey fit only for reference: N. Wallich prestigious scientific appointments in the extra-European world at the time, but also in bringing his botanical labours to international attention through the distribution of the Wallichian herbarium in the late 1820s and the publication of the three sumptuously illustrated volumes of his Plantae Asiaticae Rariores between 1830 and 1832. But, while Wallich's name has long been remembered by botanists, 5 and continues to be commemorated by association with a large number of South and Southeast Asian plant species, he barely figured-until recently-in most historical accounts of nineteenth-century India. However, with the growth of scholarly interest in the history of science and environment in colonial South Asia over the past twenty years, Wallich has emerged as a figure of some prominence. It is now argued that he did much to promote the conservationist cause by drawing attention to the rapid destruction of Indian and Burmese forests, by proposing state regulation of the remaining forests to save them from over-exploitation and by establishing plantations to raise teak, bamboo and sissoo (Dalbergia latifolia). Even though his efforts to influence state policy in favour of conservation ultimately proved futile, Wallich was, in Richard Grove's judgement, 'precocious', 'a conservationist voice crying in the wilderness'. Further, in his view, 'Wallich brought about a distinctive "social forestry" based on indigenous precedents and apparently concerned for the basic needs of the poorer rural communities'. 6 However, Wallich's standing as a 'green imperialist' (if by that slippery expression is meant an affirmative engagement with environmental, especially conservationist, issues) calls for critical reconsideration. His advocacy of forest regeneration, too often treated in isolation, needs to be placed within the context of his career both as an aspiring naturalist and a loyal servant of the East India Company. His forest schemes, like much of his botany, can best be understood not within a conservationist paradigm but as part of an imperial
concern with exploiting India's material 'riches' and implementing 'improvement' ideology. The point is not simply to present botany (and forestry) as an adjunct to imperialism, a connection made many times before, 7 nor simply to question imperialism's 'green' credentials, but rather to show how plants were a versatile resource, situated within the 'volatile nexus' of science, commerce, state politics (and, one might add, personal ambition), and how, in the process, India itself was commodified and marketed. 8 In seeking to establish the 'cultural constitution' of botany as a colonial science, 9 we should not lose sight of its commercial underpinnings.
There is a further issue in seeking to decipher Wallich's long career. As a leading botanist of the Company period, Wallich has been hailed as one of those 'widely recognized scientific geniuses', that 'galaxy of naturalists', whose contribution to science, though largely made in India, was yet held in high international regard.
10 Such an interpretation of Wallich (and others in that select company) contests any simplistic demarcation between innovative and authoritative science as practised in the metropolis and an inferior, more empirically oriented, science pursued in the colonies.
11 It further supports the view that between Britain and India in the early nineteenth century scientific ideas, practices and careers circulated with relative freedom, as partners in the co-constitution of science.
12 But it can, more cautiously, be argued that, while Wallich's career demonstrates the importance of scientific itineration and the circulation of plants and other objects mobilised through botany's material culture-within imperial Asia as well as between metropole and colony-it also shows how Europe remained, in many vital respects, the undisputed centre of scientific authority and esteem, the principal source of scientific innovation and the ultimate marketplace for India's plant 'riches', and hence the difficulties experienced by Wallich (and others) in commanding an international reputation except via Europe.
Plants, Patrons and Preferment
There are several reasons why Wallich's career might be considered atypical. Firstly, he was a Dane. Born in Copenhagen on 28 January 1786, he received a diploma from the Danish Academy of Surgeons in 1806. He arrived in India in 1807 as an assistant surgeon at the Danish enclave of Serampore, fourteen miles from Calcutta. A year later, in 1808, with the resumption of the Napoleonic Wars, the British annexed Serampore and Wallich found himself a prisoner of war. Released on parole, he was admitted as an assistant surgeon in the service of the English East India Company, though this appointment was not confirmed until May 1814. In commending Wallich (in a suitably materialistic turn of phrase) as a valuable 'acquisition', William Roxburgh, as superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Garden, remarked that he was 'not only willing, but anxious' to be transferred from Serampore to the garden; he had already 'made himself acquainted with our late discoveries in the vegetable Kingdom', and so might be 'advantageously employed . . . in exploring the unknown productions in Botany, as well as Zoology, and Mineralogy, still abundantly diffused over the 
himself, as Roxburgh's assistant, to botany. 15 In October 1815, at the age of 29, he became the officiating superintendent of the garden, and was confirmed in that post in August 1817. This was no mean position: not only was the garden 'the noblest and most beautiful of its kind in the world', 16 but the superintendent was one of the government's chief scientific agents and advisers. He was also, by Company standards, reasonably well paid. In addition to his surgeon's pay and other allowances, Wallich received the 'munificent but not extravagant' monthly salary of Rs. 1500 as superintendent (worth £187 -10s at the time).
17 Even after retrenchment in 1830 cut funding for the garden's establishment (from Rs. 1600 to Rs. 1100 a month), he still oversaw a staff of some 200 gardeners, clerks and plant collectors.
18 When Wallich retired to London in April 1846 it was on a modest pension of £300 a year, but this, supplemented by his wife's inheritance of £20,000, allowed him and his family to live in relative comfort in Upper Gower Street.
Yet even if the manner of Wallich's entry into the service of the East India Company was unconventional, much else was not. In India (as elsewhere in the Empire) there were many individuals not British by birth who entered imperial service and who rose, like Wallich, to positions of authority. There were, for instance, several Germans in the Indian Forest Department in the late nineteenth century, three of whom served in succession as inspectors general. 19 A second, perhaps more compelling, reason to consider Wallich's career exceptional is that he was the son of a Jewish merchant. It has been suggested that it was for this reason that he was obliged to enter Denmark's overseas (rather than domestic) medical service and, further, that anti-semitic prejudice blighted his early career and made his advancement unpopular-at least among nonnaturalists. 21 For two years Wallich was embroiled in a fierce contest for control of the Calcutta garden after Buchanan's departure and was only confirmed as superintendent in 1817. Wallich's career was strewn with bitter disputes-with high-ranking officials, fellow botanists and head gardeners-yet he seems never to have cited antisemitism as the cause of the attacks he suffered, even though he wrote bitterly in his correspondence about the many assaults on his reputation, once observing that 'few men have had more inflictions from false and treacherous friends than I have'. Relationships with colleagues and protégés, begun with protestations of gratitude and respect, ended with 'daggers stuck into my unsuspecting back from behind'. 22 He particularly recalled the 'fierce and fiendish scandal in the Calcutta papers' in 1815, when he was denounced as unfit to run the botanic garden. There is a history to be written of anti-semitism in colonial India. A conspicuous example is that of the Russian Jew and French-trained bacteriologist, Waldemar Haffkine, who developed anti-cholera and anti-plague sera in the 1890s and 1900s in Bombay, but whose career was shattered in 1902 by the vituperative and unsubstantiated claims of professional incompetence levied against him. 24 Wallich may have been subjected to similar prejudice, though unlike Haffkine, who became increasingly committed to the Jewish faith, by the time he reached India (and probably well before) Wallich had abandoned Judaism and sought assimilation into Christian society. In 1812 he married a young Danish woman, Julia Maria Hals, at Serampore. In 1815, after his first wife's death, he wed Sophia Collins, a Bengalborn English woman with family connections in Yorkshire. So far had Wallich's social geography shifted that even before he made his first visit there in 1828, he followed Anglo-Indian convention by referring to England as 'Home'. 25 He attended church in Calcutta and London; he and his children were buried in Christian cemeteries. His son George, born in Bengal but schooled in Britain, received an MD from Edinburgh University before joining the Bengal Medical Service and making his name as a marine zoologist. One of Wallich's daughters, Hannah, married a captain in the Bengal Army. Two of his nephews from Copenhagen also joined him in Calcutta: Charles Cantor, a banker, advised Wallich on his investments and saved him from financial loss when the Union Bank collapsed in the 1840s; the other, Theodore Cantor, joined the Bengal Medical Service in 1835 and became a naturalist. By the 1830s, Wallich had himself become something of an establishment figure, enjoying an 'extended acquaintance with Calcutta Society'.
26
The patronage Wallich received and dispensed is essential in understanding his Indian career. At Serampore he became a close friend of the Baptist missionary William Carey, whom he later described as 'one of the most extraordinary men who ever came to India, both as a missionary . . . and a botanist and agriculturist'. 27 They had a keen mutual interest in plants and 'improvement' (though not perhaps, in Wallich's case, in the Christian view of nature as God's works). The early mentoring that Wallich received from Carey and Roxburgh did much to shape the 'improving' agenda and materialistic approach to botany that Wallich subsequently brought to the Company's service. Until Carey's death in 1834, he and Wallich were close collaborators: they oversaw the posthumous publication of Roxburgh's Flora Indica (in two volumes, 1820 and 1824, the latter with extensive additions by Wallich), they served together on the government committee that recommended sissoo plantations and they cooperated in the Agricultural and Horticultural Society of India which Carey founded in 1820. When in 1819, at a time of financial difficulty, Wallich offered his extensive botanical library to the Company for Rs. 8506 (£1063) Carey was one of the two men appointed to assess its value and approve its purchase.
28 But Carey functioned, too, as one of Wallich's principal patrons, notably in using his influence with the Calcutta establishment to secure his friend's appointment to the botanic garden.
29
Carey was not the only individual on whose support Wallich could rely. There were at least two others whom he regarded as his particular patrons. One was Henry Thomas Colebrooke. A leading government servant, Orientalist and member of the Asiatic Society of Bengal (in which Wallich was also active), Colebrooke had a longstanding interest in 'improvement' and held temporary charge of the botanic garden following Roxburgh's departure in 1815. In the Plantae Asiaticae Rariores, in which he memorialised many of his friends, Wallich described Colebrooke as 'the best friend and patron I ever possessed in the world', an individual 'to whom I am under far greater obligations than to any man living, and whose name it is impossible for me to mention without emotions of the warmest gratitude and respect'. 
paid equally effusive, if less public, tribute was Sir George Nugent who in 1814-1815, as Commander-in Chief of the Indian Army and Vice President of the Governor-General's Council, ordered Wallich to remain in Calcutta rather than join the army assembling for war in Nepal and so made it possible for him to fill the vacancy at the botanic garden. It was through his intervention, Wallich later recalled, that he acquired 'the appointment which I held during near 32 years'.
31
At some stage, probably after leaving Serampore, Wallich became a freemason. There was nothing exceptional in this. Freemasonry was rife in early nineteenth-century India: Calcutta alone had eight Masonic lodges in the 1820s (even Serampore boasted one). It flourished under Lord Hastings, when he was the Governor General (and 'Grand Master of India') from 1813 to 1823, and his successor Lord Amherst (1823-1828), and was widespread among the clergy, judiciary and mercantile communities. Sir Edward Ryan, a Chief Justice in Calcutta and President of the Asiatic Society of Bengal, was another friend and leading light, as was the soldier-botanist, William Munro. 32 Freemasonry may have enabled Wallich to establish ties with local patrons; it surely helped cement his professional position and facilitate his incorporation into Calcutta's European elite.
One of the striking aspects of Wallich's career was his longevity. By this is not principally meant his relatively long life (he died in April 1854, aged 68), though he lived longer than most European botanists in India, many of whom perished before their late thirties. 33 More extraordinary, though, was his thirty-year tenure as the superintendent of the Calcutta Botanic Garden. Few Europeans in nineteenth-century India occupied such a prestigious and influential position for so long. That Wallich survived in high office for three decades, in the face of frequent hostility, even contempt, does appear remarkable. argumentative nature, Wallich was seen by many of those close to him, the recipients of his patronage and encouragement, as having a 'congenial spirit' and displaying 'great kindness and warmth'. 34 To his superiors he could be a dedicated, practically minded, employee as well as an accomplished naturalist. He was frequently praised in government despatches for his 'zeal, perseverance and scientific discernment'. 35 His views on the need to protect the forests of India and Burma were regarded by the Government of India as 'judicious', and in 1825 Lord Amherst commended his role as the secretary of the Plantation Committee (despite a bitter dispute with other members of the committee that nearly wrecked its deliberations) as 'additional proof of his activity, energy and assiduous research '. 36 Dismissed by the French naturalist Victor Jacquemont as 'a rather inferior Danish botanist', 37 Wallich long continued to command official support and high regard. Even in the 1840s, when his reputation was fast losing its lustre, Wallich's work at the botanic garden was considered by the government of Lord Auckland (1836-1842) to be 'highly creditable'. Wallich himself believed that his work as a secretary of the Tea Committee in the late 1830s and early 1840s was of 'high national importance' and that he had earned his honours 'by dint of intense bodily as well as mental labours . . . exerted much beyond what had heretofore been considered as the sphere of duties of the Superintendent of this garden'.
38 His role as a superintendent was also commended by many of Calcutta's leading inhabitants and visitors-by Bishop Reginald Heber (who praised his 'frankness, friendliness and ardent zest for the service of science') and by Emily Eden, Lord Auckland's sister, for whom he obligingly laid out a garden at Barrackpore. 39 
garden was valued not merely as a renowned scientific institution, but also a public pleasure ground, frequented by Calcuttans seeking escape from the city's heat and bustle. Wallich survived for as long as he did partly by being an obliging courtier and industrious state servant as well as an accomplished botanist.
The Wealth and Poverty of India
Ever since the Bengal famine of 1770, there had been an ongoing debate about the wealth and poverty of India. This debate took many forms, including critical scrutiny and spirited defence of the Company's commercial and revenue policies. One strand of this debate was to argue that India, despite the opulence of its former rulers and the seeming natural abundance of its well-watered provinces, was in actuality a poor country, by nature deficient in its climate, soil and vegetation. 40 More commonly, it was claimed that India's poverty was more apparent than real-that it had suffered the recent effects of despotism, war and rapacity and the long-term consequences of poor husbandry and outmoded agricultural technique. 41 Its true wealth could thus be realised under enlightened and peaceful rule and, more especially, through a regime of agrarian 'improvement'. 42 One of the original functions of the Calcutta Botanic Garden, as conceived by its founder, Colonel Robert Kyd, in the 1780s was to compensate for the defective state of Indian agriculture by introducing and disseminating plants that would prevent the recurrence of major famines like that of 1770, as well as contributing (as Banks also anticipated) to the growth of British commerce and manufacturing.
43 After Kyd's departure superintendents of the Calcutta garden were often attracted to more 40 44 Wallich knew how to appeal to the Company's material interests. For all its 'munificence' as a patron of science, the Company was still (until 1833) a commercial enterprise and to a degree Wallich's professional engagement with botany reflected that mercantile orientation. On several occasions, as in the evidence he gave before a parliamentary Select Committee in 1832 (in the run-up to the renewal of the Company charter), Wallich stressed the immense, but as yet underexploited, material assets India possessed. Asked to explain his role as a superintendent of the Calcutta garden, he summarised his involvement in economic botany, forestry and 'the resources connected generally with those objects', including medicinal drugs, 45 dyestuffs, cotton, silk, coffee, sugar and tea. Being forced to explain why India was not more productive, he replied that even though India was 'equal to any other part of the world in point of fertility and abundance of produce', its modes of tillage and husbandry were 'primeval'. Asked about the 'extreme poverty' of the people, he remarked that the peasants would not exert themselves; they toiled only for their daily sustenance and were satisfied with a minimal profit. The solution lay, he believed, in educating 'the natives', thereby 'bringing them to a higher state of civilization'.
46 India was capable of producing 'every article which can conduce to the happiness of man': it only required 'skill and ingenuity and encouragement both to the natives and to Europeans' to make the country yield 'everything that can possibly be desired'. 47 To a degree, Wallich was simply reiterating a view of India's value to British commerce and industry previously expressed by Banks, Kyd and Roxburgh. This was no doubt the kind of argument the Company would want to be presented to parliament in support of its Indian privileges and in defence of its 'civilising' mission. But Wallich was doing more than slavishly serving his masters. He appears consistently to have believed in the intimate connection between botany and capitalism, and in the concurrent advance of civilisation and science. As noted earlier, Wallich was involved from the outset with the Agricultural and Horticultural Society, set up by Carey in 1820.
50 For thirty years Wallich extolled the society's work as supplementing that of the botanic garden in introducing and disseminating 'useful' and 'ornamental' plants from other tropical and temperate regions, in gathering horticultural and agricultural intelligence and in conducting trials on new varieties of sugar, cotton and other commercial crops-all at little cost to the government. A further virtue of the society was that it served a trans-racial clientele: in addition to its European members, it supplied seeds and plants to 'improving' zamindars and to 'the humbler classes of natives, cultivators, market-gardeners, etc.' in Calcutta and across eastern India. 51 Cultivation, in Wallich's mind, was closely identified with the moral as well as material benefits of civilisation. Challenged in the 1830s, at a time of retrenchment, to justify the continuation of the botanic garden, he replied that 'No enlightened Government, least of all the British in this Country, can fail appreciating the beneficial influence which must result to the Governed from imparting to them a taste for agriculture and gardening-of all the human occupations the most pure, useful and Civilized'. By distributing thousands of plants, the garden had already 'effected a complete change among the natives of Bengal'. Years the houses in town, in the suburbs and on the banks of the River [Hooghly], both among the natives and Europeans, all replete with the choicest fruits and flowers'. This growth in 'civilised' taste was more than ornamental: it presaged a 'decided amelioration' in the countryside. One illustration of this (and of the 'high degree of utility' of the garden that supplied them) was the spread of fruit trees. Instead of 'miserable half wild' mangoes and peaches, fruit from the 'best grafted sorts' was now sold in Calcutta while exotics like the 'Otaheite apple' and 'Alligator pear' had been introduced. Wallich concluded that Calcutta's botanic garden, far from being confined to 'matters of a purely scientific nature', had been responsible for the 'extraordinary impulse which the agriculture of the Country has derived from the progressive extension of Knowledge and Civilization'. 52 Wallich further elaborated on his understanding of the role of economic botany in the early 1820s in seeking the government's permission to give his professional advice on the commercial growing of coffee in India. Coffee had been grown experimentally at Calcutta's botanic garden, but he saw its cultivation on a commercial scale as most 'desirable' and of 'great national interest'. 53 A similarly mercantile outlook lay behind the formation of the Tea Committee in the late 1830s with Wallich as its secretary. The Governor General, Lord Auckland, hoped that as a result of its labours private enterprise would take up tea cultivation in Assam and thereby attract 'the profitable investment of Capital from England'. The government would help to encourage and facilitate entrepreneurship but could not be expected to fund or to seek direct financial rewards from it: 'The real profit to Government will be in the general improvement of the province and the extension of Commerce.' 54 Further evidence of how Wallich understood the triangular relationship between botany, capitalism and the Company lay in his approach to the timber supply question. For years the Company had been alarmed at dwindling supplies of Indian teak, which had been heavily exploited for shipbuilding and construction purposes. Under Roxburgh several plantations had been established in eastern India to counter this deficiency, but the teak trees were slow growing while the needs of the Company were increasingly urgent. 55 
becoming superintendent, Wallich took up the issue. His immediate concern, though, was less with teak than with the declining availability of other sources of timber-notably sissoo, which Wallich, commending its rapid growth and ease of cultivation, described as 'among the most valuable and desirable trees in India'. 56 Conservation as a scientific and ecological goal was not Wallich's concern, nor was 'social forestry', but this was an instance where the military needs and revenue interests of the Company overrode those of private capitalists. He felt impelled to urge state intervention by the rapid loss and often wasteful methods of extraction employed by private (mainly Indian) contractors of trees whose timber was invaluable for 'public purposes' (meaning the needs of the state, not those of society at large) and whose continuing supply was intimately bound up with 'the prosperity of a most important branch of the Public Service', i.e. the Ordnance Department. Wallich argued that tough and durable sissoo timber was an ideal substitute for teak (and English oak) in the construction of gun carriages; its continuing availability was thus a matter of 'absolute necessity' to the military arm of the Company state. He favoured a three-pronged approach: measures to conserve or take over existing stands of sissoo, the creation of state-run plantations where sissoo trees, raised from seed, would be maintained for thirty years until their timber was fit for use and the surreptitious leasing of land in Awadh and Nepal to augment supplies from the Company's own territories.
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Initially the government appeared favourable to Wallich's strategy, appointing him the Superintendent General of Plantations and in 1823 establishing a Plantation Committee, of which he was the secretary as well as a member. However, although it met several times and produced ten interim reports, the 'Sissoo Committee' failed to initiate a new forest or timber-procurement policy. The government became alarmed at the heavy long-term expenditure involved in maintaining plantations and uneasy about the requisition or renting of land in ways that might infringe zamindari rights or offend the courts of Awadh and Nepal. Suitable land for nurseries and plantations proved hard to find, and the committee was wound up in 1827, still pleading for more information to be gathered about Indian timber trees. 58 Having toured the recently conquered lower provinces of Burma in 1826-1827, whose forest resources he believed would 'unquestionably form an acquisition of great value', Wallich advanced similar arguments about the need to protect Burmese teak and other timber trees from ruthless private exploitation. 59 Again, revenue and military interests were uppermost in his mind, but here too his impact on policy (the issuing of state licences to timber contractors and a 15% duty on all timber felled) was short lived, lasting barely two years. 60 But, to Wallich, the interests of the Company and private capital were ultimately reconcilable. A common theme in his correspondence and reports was that India, so vast, so varied in climate and soil, ought, under proper direction, to be able both to meet the requirements of the state and support a substantial commercial trade in timber and other produce. In Awadh and Burma, he argued, in terms that could only favour further annexations, that there lay 'valuable treasures', vast stands of sissoo, teak and other trees that were being squandered by 'injudicious' felling: this would continue unless the Company intervened to regulate the forests and check exploitation. But he was equally convinced that Indian forests, suitable protected and 'harvested', could contribute to the international timber trade-to the Company's undoubted profit. As he told the Select Committee in 1832: 'No country on earth produces a larger or more valuable supply of timber than does India.' Although he warned of the imminent danger of a 'most painful falling off' in timber supplies, commerce, not conservation, dominated his thinking. 59 In his 1827 report on the Salween teak forests N. Wallich observed that the Company must act or else 'private enterprise will very soon render fruitless all its endeavours to perpetuate the supplies for the public service, and one of the principal and most certain sources of Revenue will thus be irrevocably lost': cited in H. 
Rare Plants and Indian Riches
As we have already begun to see, Wallich repeatedly referred to the plant-life flora of South and Southeast Asia as 'riches' or 'treasures', terms suggestive of capitalist accumulation and exchange. 62 It could be objected that this kind of phraseology, common enough among late eighteenth-and early nineteenth-century botanists, was simply indicative of the diversity, visual attractiveness and scientific interest of Asian flora and did not literally imply commercial value. However, the language of capitalism does seems appropriate to the manner in which Wallich approached botany and the ways in which plants from India and neighbouring territories came, especially during his superintendency at Calcutta, to be sought after, commodified and marketed. There is, though, an irony here. As already noted, following the famine of 1770 many British observers doubted whether, in its native flora or existing system of agriculture, India was particularly rich. Botanists came to see the plains of India as impoverished, largely devoid of new and interesting species. Their attention turned instead to those upland or forest areas on the margins of India proper, like Nepal and Burma, that early in the nineteenth century were opened up to Western science through the Company's military campaigns and diplomatic manoeuvres. These new areas offered a far more diverse and appealing flora, from the alpine and temperate species of Kumaon and Nepal to the tropical and semi-tropical vegetation of Burma, Assam and Sikkim.
There has been much discussion of imperial botany's role in serving the commercial and strategic interests of the colonial power (as by introducing rubber, cinchona and tea, and so laying the basis for colonial plantation economies), and certainly Wallich was involved in such enterprises, particularly as secretary of the Indian Tea Committee. But plantation crops were not the only keenly soughtafter plant commodities. Many species had horticultural appeal rather than agricultural or medicinal uses: they were of little commercial value to the Company, though they might augment its scientific prestige and patronage resources. Among the most prized were alpine and cool temperate plants from Nepal, 'that inexhaustible mine' which Wallich regarded as 'one of the richest parts of India', 63 and whose opening up to Western botany in the 1810s and 1820s (like that of Burma a decade later) constituted a vital stage in the exploration and exploitation of South Asia's plant bonanza. 64 Many of these plants-including the species of clematis, primulas, ferns, magnolias and rhododendrons with which Wallich's name was closely associated-could be naturalized in European gardens, while others like the tropical palms of Southeast Asia could be taken up by British aristocrats for their hothouses and conservatories.
At Calcutta Wallich received and distributed vast numbers of living plants and seeds from India and adjacent regions. One illustration of this botanical largesse is the list of 190,000 plants (covering 690 genera and 1700 species) distributed from the botanic garden between 1836 and 1840. The plants went not only to more than 2000 institutions and individuals, including other botanic gardens in India and abroad, government parks and buildings, but also, in keeping with Wallich's 'improving' ideals, to Indian zamindars, malis (gardeners) and civil servants. Others were despatched to aristocratic plant collectors in Britain-the dukes of Bedford, Derby, Devonshire and Northumberland figure repeatedly in his list. Wallich used these plants less to advance botanical knowledge than as a resource to win favours and encourage plant exchanges for the Calcutta garden and to gain personal recognition and influential contacts. 65 He was also, in the process, marketing India, in its broadest geographical sense, displaying and purveying its 'riches' to the West. As two German recipients aptly remarked on receiving his 'costly treasure', they were now 'as rich as Nabobs'. 66 Wallich's engagement with plants as a form of personal and professional capital was further exemplified when he brought to London in 1828 the vast accumulation of dried plants he and other botanists had amassed through their travels and plant collecting over the previous quarter century. Packed into thirty crates, containing, by Wallich's estimation, 8 to 10,000 species, this was one of the largest plant hauls ever brought to Europe; Wallich privately boasted that
it even exceeded the number that the celebrated German naturalist Alexander von Humboldt had brought back from the Americas. 67 Like a returning 'nabob', Wallich deployed what rapidly became known as the Wallichian herbarium as a capital resource, not to gain money for himself (he was, he declared in 1832, as 'poor as a church rat'), 68 but to enhance his scientific standing with the Company and secure the collaboration and recognition of naturalists throughout Europe. Ultimately, on his retirement from India, this plant hoard and the fame it won for its distributor helped secure him in 1849 the coveted position of Vice President of the Linnean Society, the scientific body to which the most complete set of the Wallichian herbarium had been entrusted, and in 1852 as Vice President of the Royal Society. 69 Wallich's entrepreneurship thrived in an age in which the worldwide quest for rare and beautiful plants was burgeoning and where science and capitalism constantly colluded. It was not just the acquisitiveness that exotic herbaria inspired or living plants attracted-like 'his' Amherstia, the 'noble' flowering tree that both Kew Gardens and the Duke of Devonshire coveted, or the tropical palms that the Duke of Northumberland was eager to acquire for his glasshouse at Syon or even the phenomenal numbers of orchids pillaged from tropical and semi-tropical forests that passed through Calcutta en route to Europe. 70 The material culture of nineteenth-century botany, including the published notices and pictorial representation of plants-so essential to botanical scienceitself became the site of a capital-intensive, technologically innovative, enterprise that spanned continents. 71 The lavish and expensive works in which plants were so invitingly displayed in hand-coloured lithographed plates needed, even when in receipt of a Company subsidy, substantial funding and energetic marketing. A flyer inviting subscriptions for Wallich's Plantae Asiaticae Rariores pointed to the paucity of illustrated works on Indian plants, contrasting this dearth with a flora that 'yields to none, either as regards the numerical extent and variety, or the beauty and utility of its plants'. The three volumes, each of 100 pages, were to appear first in twelve parts, with 25 engravings apiece, at three monthly intervals, costing £2-10s each or £30 for the complete set. 72 The success of this publishing strategy (not uncommon for costly botanical works at the time) was evident from the opening pages of the Plantae with a long list of royal, aristocratic and scientific subscribers, including a number of Indians. 73 Wallich's Plantae surely ranks technically and scientifically among the highest achievements of the Company period. It is a work that not only attests to the power of botanical art and visual culture in the joint service of science and empire, but also is expressive of the hierarchical nature of scientific endeavour and the multiple authorial strategies involved by the early nineteenth century in producing a work of Asian botany. 74 Its publication in London by a German publisher, principally for a Western audience, along with the arrival of the Wallichian herbarium, underscored the importance of bringing Asian plant lifeas a kind of floral tribute-to the imperial metropolis. Although it appeared under Wallich's name, the Plantae was the product of collaborative enterprise. Apart from plants personally collected by Wallich in Nepal and Southeast Asia, it included many gathered by other naturalists, including Buchanan, and plant collectors from Calcutta. The glorious colour plates-more than 250 of them-were mainly the work of two Indian artists, Vishnuprasad and Gorachand, based at the Calcutta garden and trained in Western techniques, though supplemented, in Calcutta and London, by the labours of European botanists, draftsmen and lithographers. Like other botanical illustrations of the period, the plates suggest a dynamic tension between Indian artistry and aesthetics and Western expectations of scientific accuracy and objectivity. 75 The Plantae was a collaborative work, too, in the sense that, like many botanical works of the period in India, it embodied fragments of indigenous knowledge-from vernacular plant names to the local uses of plants as food, medicines, dyes and timber-though 'native' usage was repeatedly contextualised by invoking the superior understanding of Western botany and by comments on the potential (but as yet unrealised) commercial utility of plants or the defective nature of indigenous practices (e.g., in properly seasoning timber).
76 Indigenous knowledge, while adding to Wallich's authorial stature as an observant and enquiring traveller, was strictly subordinated to Western plant science. 77 Moreover, in the Plantae, as in his earlier study of Nepalese flora, Wallich's superior powers of appraisal ranged well beyond local usage or even agricultural utility. Plants were presented as 'objects' of pleasure and desire-as 'charming', 'stately', 'beautiful' and 'superb'-whether in their flowers, foliage or overall form and appearance. Through the combination of illustration and text, their physical attractiveness and rarity was raised, beyond scientific scrutiny and taxonomic exactitude, into the realms of aesthetics and avarice. Wallich courted this acquisitiveness, indicating how plants, such as magnolias and rhododendrons native to Nepal, might endure cold European winters, while others were well suited to the heated glasshouses then becoming fashionable in Europe.
78
The Plantae reveals Wallich's attitudes and ambitions in other ways, too. In his preface and in the commentary accompanying each plate, Wallich acknowledged the many personal favours and professional debts he had accumulated during his career-his 75 H. Noltie, 'Robert Wight and the Illustration of Indian Botany', The Linnean, special issue, no. 6, 2006, 22-3. In 1827, seeking a pay increase from Rs 35 to Rs 60 a month for Vishnuprasad (a Brahmin who had previously worked on Buchanan's Bengal survey before joining the Calcutta garden), Wallich remarked that his current wage was 'entirely inadequate for his skill, which . . . is not equalled among the Natives of this country and rarely exceeded by any botanical draftsmen in Europe': N. Wallich to C. Lushington, 5 September 1827, BC F/4/1068: 29180. But such high praise was not for European consumption. In presenting the Plantae to a Western audience, Wallich blamed 'any imperfections' in the plates on their being drawn by Indian artists: N. Wallich teachers in Copenhagen, the Court of Directors, Calcutta patrons, fellow botanists in India, the taxonomists who had helped classify the thousands of specimens brought to London. 79 These profuse expressions of friendship and gratitude gave the Plantae a further transactional character; only, instead of money, patrons and professionals were rewarded for past favours with flattering tributes or the naming of rare and beautiful plants in their honour. In deploying the botanical 'riches' of South and Southeast Asia in this way, as a capital resource, Wallich was building further professional and patronage ties and identifying himself with the leading naturalists of the age; no such praise and deference were directed towards Indians of whatever social rank or scientific aptitude. Similarly, although not all the plants were Wallich's own 'discoveries', many were woven into a narrative of his travels, thereby rendering a work dedicated to describing Asian flora into a semi-autobiographical tract and a statement of the author's personal contribution to the heroic task of botanical reconnaissance.
To take a prime example, the first volume of the Plantae opened with two illustrations of Wallich's prize find, the Amherstia nobilis. This spectacular flowering tree was brought to Wallich's attention when he visited Burma in 1826-1827. Previously unknown to Western botany and rarely found in the wild, it was sighted in the compound of a temple where its geranium-coloured flowers were presented as offerings to the Buddha. Wallich had cuttings taken and transferred to the Calcutta garden, where 'his' Amherstia first flowered ten years later. In the Plantae Wallich noted its Burmese name and provenance, but took credit for bringing it to botanists' attention and for endowing it with its specific name, Amherstia, given in honour of the Governor General's wife and daughter: they were both keen botanists, but in honouring them he was also immortalizing Lord Amherst by his association with such a remarkable tree. 80 Even though credit for finding this spectacular plant more properly belonged to Burmese monks and worshippers, to Wallich accrued the kudos of its discovery and dissemination. 
Science, Circulation and the Hierarchy of Knowledge
Being a naturalist in early nineteenth-century India was an uneasy mixture of opportunity and disadvantage. Some of the drawbacks of a scientific career there have already been alluded to-they ranged from the difficulty of gaining the attention of metropolitan science and the erratic patronage and financial constraints of the Company to the likelihood of dying even earlier than in Europe. To these could be added the adversity many Company scientists felt from the paucity of reference works, the lack of technical and taxonomic expertise and even the difficulty of protecting specimens against India's humid climate and voracious insect life.
82 But, to the resolute and ambitious naturalist, India also offered unique opportunities and a more secure scientific base than was to be found in almost any other colonial location at the time.
One of the advantages of being based in India was the chance to travel and to botanise in areas rich in plant life but previously unknown to Western science. 83 Having had few previous opportunities for botanical travel, Wallich was quick to seize the opportunity created by his confirmation as superintendent in 1817. The Calcutta garden had already acquired 'numerous and valuable additions' from Nepal-through the travels of Francis Buchanan, from plants sent by the British Resident, Edward Gardner, and from itinerant plant collectors. 84 In July 1820 the Government of Bengal acceded to Wallich's request to visit Nepal in person to add to the existing 'riches' in the Calcutta garden through 'the discovery of new and interesting objects of Agriculture [and] 93 Certainly Humboldt's scientific reputation and his bio-geographical ideas circulated widely in early nineteenth-century India, but Wallich failed to engage with this 'philosophical', rather than empirical and economic, trend in botanical science. Coupled with his eagerness to satisfy the Company's material interests and to bring his rich 'harvest' of Indian species to the attention of Western plant lovers, this lacuna ultimately diminished his scientific reputation. Even before his death in 1856, he was being remembered more for his plant collecting and herbarium than for any original contribution to scientific botany. 94 Wallich's Indian career falls into three phases-thirteen years from his first appointment to the Calcutta garden in 1815 to his departure in 1828, followed by four years in London (1828-1832), and a final phase, 1833-1846, back in Calcutta, in which he was an increasingly marginalised figure. In part, Wallich's decline can be explained by his incapacitating ill health and by the financial curbs imposed on the botanic garden in Calcutta in 1828, just at the time when he left for London and from which it took decades to recover. But to more fully explain his decline we need to return to the heated disputes that punctuated Wallich's professional life and which, by the end of it, came close to ruining his scientific reputation. His nemesis was a young surgeon-naturalist, William Griffith. Wallich first encountered Griffith as a medical student at University College London, studying botany under John Lindley. Impressed by his 'extraordinary talents' as a plant anatomist and draftsman, Wallich celebrated Griffith's abilities in the last volume of the Plantae. 95 When Griffith was appointed to Madras as an assistant surgeon, Wallich sought to advance his career, as he did that of many other botanists in India, and helped to secure science-friendly postings for him. But the relationship soon soured and became so bitterly divisive that it split European naturalists in India into two opposing camps.
A key episode in the deteriorating relationship came when Wallich, Griffith and another surgeon-naturalist, John M'Clelland, were sent to Assam in July 1835 to report on indigenous tea plants. Griffith , by this time a much-travelled botanist, felt that Wallich was determined to prevent him from collecting any new plants (even destroying those he did collect), or wanted, as the senior botanist, to claim such novelties for himself. By M'Clelland's account, Wallich was so preoccupied with his health that he was anxious to complete their mission as quickly as possible and return to the relative safety of Calcutta. Wallich appears in this narrative as selfish, petulant and 'theatrical': 'to be on good terms with him', Griffith snarled in his diary, 'one must pay him continual and excessive court'. 96 Within days Wallich and Griffith were barely talking to each other and Griffith took the first opportunity to escape from this 'bondage' to botanise by himself in Assam. The two D A V I D A R N O L D men soon became embroiled in an acrimonious dispute as to whether there were two species of tea plants (rather adversarially designated Camellia caudata Wall. and Camellia theifera Griff.) or only one. Skilled in microscopy and plant anatomy, Griffith was best placed to win the argument. 97 The dispute escalated in 1842 when Wallich departed on sick leave for South Africa, and Griffith (replacing Wallich in Lord Auckland's favour, a shift which Wallich regarded as betrayal) 98 was given temporary charge of the Calcutta garden. One might as well have put a vegetarian in charge of a slaughter house. Griffith felled many of the finest trees in the overgrown garden and cut down the avenue of cycads that had been one of its principal glories. He began a new series of gardens to show the classification of plants, one exemplifying the Natural System, another the old Linnaean system. 99 Griffith further infuriated Wallich by adding 'offensive' notes to the superintendent's private letter book. 100 While personal animosity fuelled this conflict, a vital element was the different professional approach to botany the two men exhibited. By the 1830s the Linnaean system of classification, based on the sexual parts of plants, was being superseded, even in India, by the Natural System grounded, far more scientifically, in the shared family characteristics of plants. 101 Wallich was a Linnaean of the old school-one of the accomplishments that had won him the superintendency in the first place-but he was slow to adopt the new classificatory system, requiring others, such as Royle in London, to identify plants for him according to the Natural System.
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In the eyes of a Young Turk (and 'philosophical botanist') like Griffith, Wallich was not only a poor botanist, but also a living anachronism who had failed to keep pace with the circulation of new scientific ideas and techniques. During the tea expedition, Griffith noted, in cataloguing Wallich's many failings, 'Every thing I have said in jest, he has taken in earnest. My way of talking of Linnean Botanists he construes into a personal insult'. 103 It is not surprising that Wallich, twice Griffith's age and racked by ill health, saw little humour in this constant harping on his professional deficiencies. 104 Since the
Conclusion
While some recent scholars see Wallich as farsighted, even a 'genius', it is clear that contemporary opinion was more cautious and divided. Wallich's judgement on himself, made in 1830, that he only aspired to be a 'faithful pioneer and collector in the field of Indian Botany', 109 might be a display of false modesty, inviting contradiction, but perhaps it accurately summarised his scientific ambitions. His was a career fraught with contradiction. His long tenure of one of the most prestigious posts available to a scientific servant of the East India Company owed much to his multiple identities: as an itinerant plant collector and enthusiastic 'improver', as a botanical entrepreneur who made the 'riches' of Indian plant life known and accessible to Europe, as a loyal employee who assiduously served the Company's material interests in forestry and botany and (until the 1840s) as an effective operator in the patronage politics that surrounded Indian botany. His career shows how much the pursuit of botany as a colonial science was bound up with the practical and ideological needs of the Company, with plants as a kind of capital, essential for personal and professional advancement, both in India and in Europe. For two decades Wallich was remarkably successful, and yet, in his twilight years, he cut a rather provincial figure, out of touch with the latest scientific trends, not just in the metropole but even, as Griffith cruelly reminded him, in India itself. Wallich may in some respects have been an exceptional figure in the history of Company science, but in his attachment to plant capitalism he was an exemplary one.
